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LM Mission 
U.S. Department of Energy Office of Legacy Management 
manages more than 100 legacy sites in the United States and Puerto Rico 
associated with the nation’s World War II and Cold War nuclear weapons complex 

 Requires constant access to reliable data for all sites
• Historical data sets

 Groundwater levels
 Geochemistry
 Air and land sampling
 Models

• Ongoing data collection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Link to a Mission source and Goals? Maybe on the energy.gov website.  



3Source:  https://www.energy.gov/lm/articles/first-five-years-fy-2004-2008
 

LM Sites - 2004

All 33 of the initial sites 
were UMTRCA Title 1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Office of Legacy Management began in 2004, taking over responsibility for managing activities at sites where DOE’s mission and active cleanup has been completed.Started with 33 sites. Today LM is responsible 102 sites in 2023 and 130 by 2030.    Is there value in a site-growth chart?   

https://www.energy.gov/lm/articles/first-five-years-fy-2004-2008
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LM Current Sites – Sept 2023

Source: https://www.energy.gov/lm/sites

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each site comes to LM with its own data plan and set of data collection and reporting requirements.  Maintaining each site’s data separately and without governance is inefficient, and inconsistent.  Some sites are records-only, and some still have staff on-site to operate continuous treatment solutions.  

https://www.energy.gov/lm/sites
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Sites Have Grown Organically 
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Where Does Data Go?

At LM

With a Plan – into an Authoritative Data Source
• Recorded as the ‘System of Record’ for the data included
• A tool with a database that meets all criteria to reliably store data 

and make data available to end users.

• Patched
• Properly Licensed
• Backed up
• Access Controlled
• Accessible
• Change management
• Has data standards
• Meets cybersecurity criteria for ‘critical business data.’ 

Without a Plan - Convenient places like spreadsheets, local access 
databases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Non-authoritative Data SourcesData and data corrections end up in separate systemsData sources are difficult to findDifferent data sources result in different versions and reports of the same dataUnsupported software and adds technical riskLong Term SurveillanceInspections and ReportingEvolving & Changing environmental conditionsEvaluation and Action PlansAdditional regulatory requirements – e.g. PFASPublic interest 
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When There Isn’t an Authoritative Source 
 Data propagates and migrates

DB

Figure B

Figure B.2

Figure A.1

Figure B.1

Figure A
Export 1

Export 2

Edits 1

Edits 2

Edits 3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data User policy is coming to ensure that data manipulation is reported back to source.Non-authoritative Data SourcesData and data corrections end up in separate systemsData sources are difficult to findDifferent data sources result in different versions and reports of the same dataUnsupported software and adds technical riskMissing Data StandardsThe environmental database is combination of pre-LM and post-Transition site activities. Sample codes have been loaded without 100% reconciliation due to lack of standards.CAS Numbers for m,p-Xyelene: 136777-61-2 or M&P XYLENE Analytic Method loaded as: 200.8, E200.8, EPA 200.8, EPA-200.8Consequences: A report on any one CAS may not include all data 	– requiring manual reconciliation
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 The Environmental and Geospatial Data Management Plan
• A Data Lifecycle approach to management of all LM environmental and geospatial 

data.
 Starts with two key concepts

1. Planning ‘net-new’ data collections to ensure they follow the Data Lifecycle
2. Build an inventory and record of Authoritative Data Sources -> Data Catalog

 Maximizes data VAULTS
• Visible
• Accessible
• Understandable
• Linked
• Trusted
• Secure 

 Describes decision points to ensure LM data meet federal data regulations

LM’s Plan to Centralize, Standardize, and Control Data as an Asset

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Define policy and responsibilities Ensure compliance Enhance the effectiveness of decisionsValue environmental and geospatial data as a strategic asset
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Introducing the Data Lifecycle
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For a specific data set, this process takes place in a controlled, knowable, repeatable fashion.  
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Data Lifecycle – as a Process

Inventory / Data Catalog

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note that the linear evolution is just to facilitate process development.  There isn’t an END at LM.  It all iterates.
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Key Responsibilities for Data Owners and Requestors
 Be aware of the Data Lifecycle
 Drive data collection with business requirements 
 Check for existing data before collecting new data
 Plan new data collections to include validation, storage, provisioning, sharing, etc. …
 Inventory, schedule, and budget for correction of existing data sets 
 Connect site personnel with enterprise data management personnel to reduce silos and increase data 

usage
 Store data in Authoritative Sources, or make plans to move it

Inventory / Data Catalog

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For sites already transitioned to LM, data that is not in an appropriate data source will be archived and removed from active data systems or a plan put in place to migrate that data into an ADS.  This is especially important where data resides in brittle and out of date databases that utilizes old, unsupported software.
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Key Enterprise Activities
 Build a Data Catalog where all LM data can be indexed and accessed
 Centralize a process to review new data requirements against existing data 
 Maintain authoritative data and data sources
 Coordinate Access Control Lists (ACL) to properly provision data access
 Conduct Working Groups to develop data standards and address issues
 Establish quality review process and procedures
 Create and maintain tools to enable enterprise-wide and public access to data, where appropriate

Inventory / Data Catalog
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It works! 
Early Successes from Centralizing Geospatial Data
 Cost Savings

• Land-based survey was requested and determined unnecessary due to accessibility and 
accuracy to LIDAR flown previous year.  

 Data Availability – Growing a One-Stop-Shop Geoportal
• New tools – a map service to view imagery web maps to view site data

 Reducing Data Duplication
• Duplicates removed from separate geodatabases – storage savings, reduces confusion and 

time to review.

 Increasing use of field and digital data collection tools
• Loading direct to databases
• Reducing human data collection error

 Prairie Dog colony hand-mapped was 300’ off from what was walked with a digital data 
collection tool. 
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Conclusion: Benefits of Data Governance at LM

To the User
 Visibility
 Accessibility
 Integration Capability
 Data Reliability – quality is documented and fit to the use

To the Program
 Recognition of data as an asset
 Ability to benchmark data and effectively assess change over time
 Effective investment 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ultimately to the public.Reliability doesn’t always mean quality.  
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